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Dear HH Science Family,

Summer is here and that means refreshing your beauty routine with exciting products for the season. Kick-start your summer look with sun-kissed makeup and the newest skin care innovation. Whether you’re treating yourself or someone special, we’ve rounded up the best new ideas in skin care.

Throughout the season we will be hosting special events and makeovers. We are excited to offer many new exclusive items, limited edition gift sets, and special savings. This summer, we are happy to offer our services in person, on the phone, on our website, and even special Facebook Events to better serve you – any way you prefer to shop.

Be sure to follow us on social media for fun & surprises, including VIP Win It Wednesday, Find out Friday, First-Look Fridays, as well as special perks and contests.

Get set for warmer temps, and gift gorgeously with the perfect gifts for all the favorite people in your life. We’re celebrating Summer with so many chances to glow.

Wishing you and yours a happy Summer season!

Cheers,

Heather Funk
Co-Founder, HH Science
LIMITED EDITION
ANNIVERSARY GIFT SET
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LIMITED EDITION
ANNIVERSARY GIFT SET

Limited quantities available.

SPECIAL LIMITED EDITION
ANNIVERSARY BUNDLE

CELEBRATE 18 YEARS IN MEDINA

YOUR CHOICE OF BAG

INCLUDES 12 MAKEUP BRUSHES

SPECIAL PRICE

$149

INCLUDES:

Makeup Bag, Essential Mineral Tinted BB Cream, 12pc Makeup Brush Set, Glow Boosting Moisturizer, Hydrating & Firming Eye Serum, Lash Primer, Travel Size Mascara, 1 Set of Gold Eye Patches, Collagen RX Travel Size, Beauty Bites Sampler

Value $399
It’s not that kind of facelift, but the results will make them wonder.

An all-in-one anti-aging treatment to moisturize the skin, diminish the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles, visibly improve the skin tone and texture, and create a more even skin tone. This cream contains our innovative blend, HumiGrowth®, a unique combination of growth factors, antioxidants, and a peptide complex. It is ideal for normal to dry and sensitive skin types.

Pairs perfectly with SiO® patches to comfortably hug your skin, gently compressing it to stay flat and smooth. The doctor-recommended wrinkle treatment intensifies hydration and supports skin’s ability to retain moisture, minimizing the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles. See results in just a few hours and continue to use the patches to help prevent new wrinkles from forming.

WHAT’S INCLUDED IN THE DUO
1. NEW! Collagen RX
2. 4 Reusable medical grade silicone patches:
   - 1 Set of Eye and Smile Lift patches that are interchangeable between either area
   - 1 BrowLift and 1 NeckLift

INGREDIENT SPOTLIGHT
Collagen RX: Caprylic/Capric Triglyceride, Human Adipose Stromal Cell Conditioned Media (Growth Factor), Human Neonatal Fibroblast Conditioned Media (Growth Factor), Tetrahexyldecyl Ascorbate (Vitamin C), Squalane, Tocopheryl Acetate (Vitamin E), Swertia Chirata Leaf Extract, Palmitoyl Tripeptide-5, Ubiquinone (CoEnzyme Q10)
SiO® Patches: 100% Medical Grade Silicone

Special Duo Price $169 ($219 Value)
Purchase additional patches separately for $49.99
SiO® FaceLift Duo

Get smoother skin, while you sleep.

REAL RESULTS

Wrinkle Compression, Rehydration, and Touchably Soft Skin

Immediate Benefits of Sio® Patches (After Day 1)

- Wrinkle Compression - Flatten out existing wrinkles for immediate reduction of the appearance of fine lines, wrinkles, and crepey skin.
- Rehydration - Skin is hydrated from the inner layers to the outermost layer of the dermis. 87% said their skin was more hydrated than before use of the patch (*)
- Touchably Soft Skin - Skin is ready for the day (or night) ahead. 90% of users felt their skin was smoother and softer upon patch removal (*)

*Results combined from 2 Clinical studies (Bioscreen 2017, CRL 2016)

How to Use

1 Prep
   Throughly cleanse and dry your face.

2 Apply
   For first time use, gently remove plastic film and position patches on your brow, neck and around the mouth or eyes.

3 Go to Sleep
   Wear for 6-8 hours while sleeping, or for a few hours during the day for a quick boost.

4 Store & Reuse
   Remove patch by holding skin taut with one hand while gently removing the patch with the other. Rinse the patch with water when needed to clean and restore adhesion. When not in use, place the patch adhesive-side down on the shield and store inside the resealable pouch between uses. With proper care, patch will last up to 15 uses.

5 Apply Collagen RX
   Follow by applying Collagen RX to face for a dynamic duo. Apply to the face, neck and décolleté, avoiding eye area. Allow to absorb before applying additional products. Can be used twice daily or as directed by your physician.
In this Duo, the Décolleté Firming Cream treats the skin of the décolleté for long-term benefits and the chestlift patch gives immediate softening and smoothing by driving water to the surface of the skin.

NEW! Décolleté Firming Cream
This advanced intensely hydrating emulsion defies time and gravity to provide an immediate tightening and anti gravity effect fighting against sagging and crepey skin. Effectively brightens pigmentation related conditions, while minimizing fine lines and wrinkles. Revitalizes the skin by strengthening the building blocks responsible for keeping this skin intact. Peptides work to stimulate elastin and collagen, improving fine lines, wrinkles, and texture of the skin. Other specialized peptides in this product effectively function as a firming agent to fight against skin sagging, improving resistance to gravity.

**BENEFITS**
- 79% Decrease in the length of deep wrinkles
- 43% Decrease in the depth of wrinkles
- 30% Decrease in skin roughness

Pairs perfectly with SiO® patches to comfortably hug your skin, gently compressing it to stay flat and smooth. The doctor-recommended chest wrinkle treatment intensifies hydration and supports skin’s ability to retain moisture, minimizing the appearance of fine lines and décolleté wrinkles. See results in just a few hours! Continue to use the patches to help prevent new wrinkles from forming.

**WHAT’S INCLUDED**
1 NEW! Décolleté Firming Cream
1 Reusable medical grade silicone ChestLift patch

**Special Duo Price** $119 ($149 Value)
Purchase additional patches separately for $29.99
# SiO® ChestLift Duo

Chest wrinkles are real, due to side sleeping and sun exposure, but we can help.

## PATCH TIPS

- SiO® patches can be worn while sleeping or during the day, whatever is most comfortable for you. You can easily hide the ChestLift patch under your shirt!

- If sweat interferes with patch adhesion, gently lift the patch and allow the area to air-dry before reapplying. If adhesion needs a boost, rinse the patch under running water and allow it to air-dry completely before reapplying.

## How to Use

1. **Prep**
   - Thoroughly cleanse and dry your face.

2. **Apply**
   - For first time use, gently remove plastic film and position patches on your brow, neck and around the mouth or eyes.

3. **Go to Sleep**
   - Wear for 6-8 hours while sleeping, or for a few hours during the day for a quick boost.

4. **Store & Reuse**
   - Remove patch by holding skin taut with one hand while gently removing the patch with the other. Rinse the patch with water when needed to clean and restore adhesion. When not in use, place the patch adhesive-side down on the shield and store inside the resealable pouch between uses. With proper care, patch will last up to 15 uses.

5. **Apply Décolleté Firming Cream**
   - Apply to neck and décolleté while working towards the jawline. Allow to absorb before applying additional products. Can be used twice daily or as directed by physician.

## 100% Medical Grade Silicone

When medical grade silicone is placed on the skin, it creates a micro-climate between the skin and the silicone. This unique microclimate helps the skin heal itself as two things happen. First, the occlusive layer of the patch draws moisture up from skin’s lower layers, allowing the skin to hydrate from the inside out. The moisture rises to the outside layer of the skin allowing it to plump, fill in and smooth itself. Second, the compression of the patch flattens existing lines and prevents new ones from forming. The result is the diminished appearance of wrinkles, and the optimum environment for skin rejuvenation over time.
Sport Defense SPF 50+ is a specially formulated, fast absorbing sunscreen that hydrates without leaving the skin feeling greasy or heavy. This innovative, chemical and physical sunscreen is antioxidant-rich to provide defense against the sun’s damaging UVA-aging and UVB-burning rays. Formulated with Zinc Oxide, a physical sun defense, and Vitamin E, an antioxidant, to combat free radicals and sun damage. The combination of Beeswax and Dimethicone adds hydration to the skin and provides emollient properties to the Sport Defense SPF 50+. Sport Defense SPF 50+ is ideal for active and on-the-go lifestyles as well as children.

**BENEFITS**
- Lightweight, oil-free sunscreen
- Provides UVA and UVB protection
- Antioxidants protect against free radicals and other environmental factors
- Water resistant sunscreen (80 minutes)

**DIRECTIONS FOR USE**
Apply to face and neck, avoiding the eye area. Wait at least 30 minutes before sun exposure, or as directed by a physician. Reapply after 80 minutes of swimming or sweating. Reapply immediately after towel drying at least every 2 hours.

**ACTIVE INGREDIENTS**
- Zinc Oxide 10%
- Octinoxate 7.5%
- Octisalate 5%

Retail $46.00
PURELY PHYSICAL SPF 47
DAILY UV PROTECTOR AND LIGHTWEIGHT MOISTURIZER

A broad-spectrum sunscreen, both gentle and lightweight, provides a more natural approach to sun protection for daily use utilizing chemical-free active ingredients. Purely Physical SPF 47 creates a moisture barrier, preventing water from evaporating the skin’s surface, binding moisture back into the skin. Gentle formula that is suitable for all skin types even those with the most sensitive skin.

BENEFITS
• Natural, chemical-free active ingredients make this sunscreen beneficial for all skin types
• Light weight, fast absorbing sun protection
• Helps to prevent premature aging and cellular damage of the skin caused by harmful UV radiation
• Water resistant sunscreen (80 minutes)
• Free of commonly known irritants such as sulfates, parabens and fragrance

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS
Zinc Oxide 10% and Titanium Dioxide 5.5% provide physical protection, which sits on top of the skin to deflect and scatter damaging UV rays.

Retail $49.00
An innovative, streak-free, sunless tanning foam provides buildable color to achieve a natural-looking, sun-safe tan that develops quickly. This tanning foam hydrates the skin through a specialized sugar extract that binds moisture back into the skin, resulting in a radiant glow.

**BENEFITS**
- Provides a sun-safe tan without the harmful damage
- Quickly develops within 4-6 hours of application
- Leaves skin feeling soft & hydrated
- Streak-free, buildable color for a healthy-looking tan that lasts up to one week
- Unique botanical blend is odor-free
- Easy-to-apply and quick drying

**INGREDIENT SPOTLIGHT**
Hydrates skin with Saccharide Isomerate, Salvia Sclarea (Clary) Extract, Tocopheryl Acetate (Vitamin E)

Retail $46.00
**HEALTHY GLOW**

**ULTIMATE TANNING GIFT SET**

Everything you need to achieve the perfect sun-kissed glow!

**Step 1: Exfoliate**

**BRIGHTENING POLISH**

This mild, brightening scrub with exfoliating micro-beads is specially formulated to gently cleanse and exfoliate by removing dry, dead skin cells, excess oils and residue to reveal healthier, younger looking skin. This cosmetically elegant formula provides antioxidant protective coverage, nourishes, enhances skin tone and texture, revealing a fresh and pure complexion.

HOW TO USE: Apply HH Science Brightening Polish and work it into the skin. Focus on particularly dry areas like elbows, knees, and ankles to remove dry patches of skin. Foam will cling to dry skin, so exfoliation is key for a smooth, patch-free glow!

**Step 2: Apply Foam Onto Tanning Mitt**

**TANNING MITT**

Apply sunless tanning product directly onto mitt. Use gentle sweeping motions to blend product into skin.

**Step 3: Hydrate and Glow!**

**HEALTHY GLOW HYDRATING TANNING FOAM**

An innovative, streak-free, sunless tanning foam provides buildable color to achieve a natural-looking, sun-safe tan that develops quickly. This tanning foam hydrates the skin through a specialized sugar extract that binds moisture back into the skin, resulting in a radiant glow.

HOW TO USE: Apply foam at your ankles working upward and rub into the skin in circular motions, covering all areas you wish to tan.

**Kit Price: $85.00 ($117 Value)**
PROFESSIONAL FACIAL ICE ROLLER + 24K GOLD REVITALIZING EYE TREATMENT DUO

The perfect duo to cool and soothe your skin.

PROFESSIONAL FACIAL ICE ROLLER
The detachable stainless steel head holds the cold for up to 2 hours, and rolling it over your face, neck, and décolleté will help to improve blood circulation, de-puff and reduce swelling, soothe redness and irritation, brighten under-eye circles, tighten the jawline and help to minimize the appearance of large pores.

Bonus: The Professional Ice Roller can also be used to soothe the sting of bug bites, sunburn, to ease tense or sore muscles post-workout, or to lessen discomfort before or after cosmetic treatments.

BENEFITS
• Helps to decrease pore size and improve skin tone
• Can help to eliminate puffiness and brightens under eye circles
• Assists in the fight against blemishes, fine lines, and wrinkles
• Helps to soothe inflammation and redness
• Promotes fluid flushing in the face

24K GOLD REVITALIZING EYE TREATMENT
Hyaluronic acid and 24k gold instantly help reduce the appearance of dark circles, puffiness, fine lines & wrinkles.

Insider Tip: Put eye patches in the refrigerator with ice roller prior to using for an instant cooling, depuffing effect.

Special Duo Price $20 ($32 Value)
NEW AND IMPROVED FORMULA!

BRIGHTENING + PERFECTING ILLUMINATING EYE TREATMENT SPF 50+

Broad spectrum SPF 50+ mineral eye treatment features 5-in-1 age defense for the eye area, providing superior protection and correction against the visible signs of aging. This formula stays put all day long while visibly illuminating, concealing, and hydrating the eye area. Brightening and firming ingredients applied with a soothing tip applicator help to improve the look of dark circles, puffiness, sagging skin, and fine lines around the delicate eye area immediately and over time. May be applied as a concealer.

Retail $79.00

LIMITLESS LASH + LASH PRIMER DUO

Get Limitless Lash Length & Volume in 2 Steps!

LASH PRIMER: Lengthens, thickens and conditions lashes. Prevents breakage and hydrates lashes.

LIMITLESS LASH MASCARA: Maximize lashes with this advanced formula that imparts extreme volume, separation, length, lift and defined lashes. Vitamin rich formula adheres to each lash from base to tip for superior volume and performance for all day wear.

Special Duo Price $29 ($51 Value)
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REAL RESULTS

BEFORE

AFTER

IMPROVES THE LOOK OF DARK CIRCLES

REAL RESULTS

BEFORE

AFTER

COOLING APPLICATOR
SOOTHS + DEPUFFS

ENHANCED WITH SPF

STOCK UP FOR SUMMER
This handmade bar soap from Mae Bee is made especially for infants and babies with only the finest all natural ingredients. Great for baby's sensitive skin, it's creamy lather will leave baby's skin refreshed and cleansed, but never dry. Mae Bee soaps and lotions are all natural and free of harmful chemicals. This delicate bar will soothe dry skin, treat eczema, and prevent rashes that can occur with traditional bar soaps. All of the products are handmade in small batches in Medina, Ohio using only the simplest and purest high-quality ingredients.

Ingredients: Olive Oil, Coconut Milk (Water & Coconut), and Coconut Oil.

Ingredient Spotlight: The coconut milk increases the lather, coconut oil helps to gently cleanse, and the olive oil moisturizes the skin. These three ingredients together make a beautiful creamy bar that nourishes the skin.

Retail $8.00
Carry peace of mind with you wherever you go. Portable aromatherapy that is convenient to carry and easy to use. This cooling temple rub is rich with soothing botanical extracts and super-concentrated menthol crystals: the essence of mint created by a freezing process. In traditional aromatherapy, peppermint is stimulating and refreshing. Vitamin E and rosemary support balance and calm. Jojoba oil balances the skin and provides a smooth, flawless finish. Promotes calm and a sense of relaxed well-being, while helping to clear and cool sinuses. Beeswax is from Mae Bee’s local hives and hand-poured right here in Medina.

HOW TO USE: Massage onto temples, forehead, back of neck, or anywhere that needs a little soothing & breathe it in.

Ingredients: Beeswax, Jojoba Oil, Sunflower Oil, Peppermint Essential Oil, Rosemary Essential Oil, Menthol Crystal, Vitamin E

Ingredient Spotlight: Essential Oils and Menthol Crystal cool and refresh your achy head anytime, anywhere. Beeswax and vitamin E softens and smooth skin as you use it.

Retail $9.99
Cordially invite you to

Tone Up This Summer at Our NuFACE Event

June & July 2021

JUNE DATES

Wednesday, June 9th
9am - 4pm
Medina
5783 Wooster Pike

Tuesday, June 15th
9am - 4pm
Brunswick
2865 Center Road, #4

Wednesday, June 16th
9am - 4pm
Wooster
128 East Milltown Road, #208

Wednesday, June 30th
9am - 4pm
Wadsworth
300 Weatherstone Dr., #106

JULY DATES

Wednesday, July 7th
9am - 4pm
Wadsworth
300 Weatherstone Dr., #106

Wednesday, July 14th
9am - 4pm
Medina
5783 Wooster Pike

Tuesday, July 27th
9am - 4pm
Brunswick
2865 Center Road, #4

Wednesday, July 28th
9am - 4pm
Wooster
128 East Milltown Road, #208

Call to Reserve Your Spot
330.722.5477

$25.00 fee to hold your spot goes towards product purchases

*Appointments can be booked every 60 minutes starting at 9am. $25.00 fee to hold your spot goes towards product purchases. Appointments receive: Complimentary NuFACE FIX treatment and Makeup Application. Prices valid the day of appointment. After discounts and before tax. Cannot be combined with any other discount. Product exclusions may apply. © 2021 HH Science.
ENJOY A
NUFACE FIX TREATMENT &
MAKEUP APPLICATION

HH Science offers mineral makeup uniquely designed to work as an extension of our skincare. Comfortable and light on the skin, HH Science mineral makeup contains light refracting particles that help the makeup adjust to skin tones for an exceptionally luminescent appearance.

REAL RESULTS

This line smoothing device instantly targets the look of fine lines and wrinkles around the eyes, mouth, and forehead with gentle micro-current.

ENJOY A
COMPLIMENTARY
NUFACE FIX TREATMENT!
TONE UP THIS SUMMER AT OUR
NUFACE EVENT

Gift set is available at all boutique locations through July 31. No appointment necessary for purchase.

ENJOY SPECIAL SAVINGS THE DAY OF YOUR APPOINTMENT

MEMBERS SAVE
30% OFF
ALL HH SCIENCE & BALANCED SKIN PRODUCTS

NON-MEMBERS SAVE
15% OFF
ALL HH SCIENCE & BALANCED SKIN PRODUCTS

*Appointments can be booked every 60 minutes starting at 9am. $25.00 fee to hold your spot goes towards product purchases. Appointments receive: Complimentary NuFACE FIX treatment and Makeup Application. Prices valid the day of appointment. After discounts and before tax. Cannot be combined with any other discount. Product exclusions may apply. © 2021 HH Science.
Clear Travel Kit

Clear for take off!
Our clear travel kit features 5 pieces. This clear vinyl travel bag features faux leather trim with a debossed statement and zipper closure to keep your travel essentials safely contained. These travel kits make the perfect addition to your cosmetics bag for your travels, coming in white, navy and blush.

WHAT’S INCLUDED
1 bag holds four travel toiletry bottles. The bag measures 6” x 7” Each bottle is 4 1/4” x 1 1/4” dia.

Retail $25.00

SPECIAL OFFERS WITH PURCHASE OF CLEAR TRAVEL KIT

30% OFF
HH SCIENCE TRAVEL SIZED ITEMS

• VITAMIN ENRICHED HYDRATING MIST
• BARRIER REPAIR + MOISTURE LOCK
• DETOX TRAVEL SHAMPOO AND CONDITIONER
• ARGAN TRAVEL SHAMPOO AND CONDITIONER
• TRAVEL SIZE HAIRSPRAY

$10
TRAVEL SIZE COLLAGEN RX SPECIAL PRICE
WITH A PURCHASE OF THE CLEAR TRAVEL KIT
Reg Price $29
SUMMER SPECIAL PRICE

MAKEUP GIFT BAG

SPECIAL PRICE
$109

INCLUDES:
Makeup bag, your choice of foundation, liquid concealer, eyeshadow duo in your choice of colors, and your choice of lipstick or lip gloss & 12 Makeup Brushes!

Value $225

5783 Wooster Pike
Medina, OH 44256